Upper bounds for private communication over quantum channels can be computed by adopting channel simulation, protocol stretching, and relative entropy of entanglement. All these ingredients have led to single-letter upper bounds to the secret key capacity which are easily computed over suitable resource states. For bosonic Gaussian channels, the tightest upper bounds have been derived by considering teleportation simulation and asymptotic resource states, namely the asymptotic Choi matrices of the Gaussian channels. These states are generated by propagating part of a two-mode squeezed vacuum state through the channel and then taking the limit of infinite energy. So far, it has been an open problem to find alternative finite-energy resource states so that the teleportation simulation would imply a close approximation of the infinite-energy upper bounds. In this work we show this is indeed possible. We show how a class of finite-energy resource states are able to increasingly approximate the infinite-energy bounds for decreasing purity, so that they provide tight upper bounds to the secret-key capacity of one-mode phase-insensitive Gaussian channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ultimate performance of a communication channel is given by its capacity. In quantum information theory [1] [2] [3] , there are several definitions of capacity, depending on whether one wants to send classical information, quantum information, entanglement etc. In particular, the secret-key capacity of a quantum channel represents the maximum number of secret bits that two authenticated remote users may extract at the ends of the channel, without any restrictions on their local operations (LOs) and classical communication (CC), briefly called LOCCs. This capacity is particularly important because it upper-bounds the secret key rate of any pointto-point protocol of quantum key distribution (QKD) [4] [5] [6] . In this context, the highest key rates are those achievable by QKD protocols implemented with continuousvariable (CV) systems, i.e., bosonic modes of the electromagnetic field, which are conveniently prepared in Gaussian states [7] [8] [9] . These quantum states are transmitted through optical fibers or free-space links which are typically modeled as one-mode Gaussian channels [10] .
Exploring the ultimate achievable rates of CV-QKD [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] has been a very active research area. Back in 2009, a lower bound to the secret key capacity of the thermal-loss channel was given [20] in terms of the reverse coherent information [21, 22] . In 2014, the first (non-tight) upper bound was found by resorting to the squashed entanglement [23] . More recently, a tighter upper bound has been established by Ref. [24] in terms of the relative entropy of entanglement (REE) [25, 26] . For a pure-loss channel, the lower and upper bounds of Refs. [20, 24] coincide so that the secret-key capacity of this channel is fully established. This is also known as the PLOB bound [24] and fully characterizes the rate-loss scaling which affects any point-to-point QKD protocol.
One of the main tools used in Ref. [24] was channel simulation, where a quantum channel is simulated by applying an LOCC to a suitable resource state. In particular, for so-called teleportation covariant channels, this simulation corresponds to teleporting [27] over the Choi matrix of the channel, a property first noted for Pauli channels [28, 29] . Using this tool, one can replace each transmission through a quantum channel with its simulation and re-organize an adaptive (feedback-assisted) QKD protocol over the channel into a much simpler block version. This technique is also known as teleportation stretching and its combination with an entanglement measure as the REE allows one to write simple singleletter upper bounds for the secret-key capacity [24] .
This methodology can be applied to bosonic Gaussian channels. In particular, since these channels are teleportation-covariant, they can be simulated by applying the CV teleportation protocol [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] over their asymptotic Choi matrices, as discussed in Refs. [24, 36, 37] . A bosonic Choi matrix is defined by propagating part of a two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMSV) state [7] through the channel, and taking the limit of infinite energy. Therefore, the Choi matrix of a bosonic channel is more precisely a limit over a succession of states. This also means that a finite-energy simulation of a Gaussian channel, performed by teleporting over a TMSV state, turns out to be imperfect with an associated simulation error which must be carefully handled and propagated to the output of adaptive protocols [24, 38] .
An alternative way to simulate Gaussian channels is to implement the CV teleportation protocol over a suitablydefined class of finite-energy Gaussian states. This approach removes the limit of infinite energy in the resource state, even though it remains at the level of the CV Bell detection, which is defined as an asymptotic Gaussian measurement, whose limit realizes an ideal projection onto displaced Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) states. As shown in Ref. [39] [40] [41] , it is possible to realize such a finite-resource simulation. However, by combining this type of channel simulation with the ingredients arXiv:1808.00608v1 [quant-ph] 2 Aug 2018 of Ref. [24] , i.e., teleportation stretching and REE, one is not able to closely approximate the upper bounds to the secret key capacity of bosonic Gaussian channels. This was shown in Ref. [42] for the various phase-insensitive Gaussian channels, and also independently treated in Ref. [43] for the specific case of the thermal-loss channel assuming a finite number of channel uses.
More recently, Ref. [44] found a more general class of resource states for the perfect teleportation simulation of bosonic Gaussian channels and studied their performance in terms of the entanglement of formation. In this work, we adopt this class of states, which can be parametrized in terms of their purity and they are optimized with respect to the REE. Following the tools of Ref. [24] , we therefore derive corresponding upper bounds to the secret-key capacity of bosonic Gaussian channels. Remarkably, these finite-energy upper bounds can be made as close as possible to the infinite-energy bounds of Ref. [24] for all the phase-insensitive Gaussian channel, in particular, thermal-loss channels, pure-loss channels, amplifiers, quantum-limited amplifiers, and additive-noise Gaussian channels.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we provide some preliminaries on Gaussian states, Gaussian channels, and the quantification of entanglement via the REE. In Sec. III, we discuss the teleportation simulation of Gaussian channels based on the new class of resource states. In Sec. IV we apply this tool to bound the secretkey capacity of the phase-insensitive Gaussian channel, showing how our finite-energy bounds are able to closely approximate the infinite-energy bounds. Sec. V is for conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. Gaussian states
Any quantum n-mode bosonic stateσ can be described by a vector of quadrature field operatorsq : For simplicity, a two-mode Gaussian state (assuming without losing generality null mean value) can be fully described by a real and positive-definite matrix called the covariance matrix (CM), i.e., σ ij = 1 2 {q i ,q j } , where {, } is the anticommutator [7] [8] [9] . In the standard form σ is given by [45, 46] 
Using symplectic transformations, S, any CM can be transformed into ν = SσS T = ν − 1 ⊕ ν + 1, where 1 ≤ ν − ≤ ν + are called symplectic eigenvalues [7, 47] . The purity of the state is given by µ = (ν − ν + ) −1 .
B. Gaussian channels
Decoherence of quantum states is modeled through quantum channels which are described by a completely positive trace-preserving map C [7, 9, 48] . Consider a two-mode (zero-mean) Gaussian state with CM σ in . Assume that the second mode is processed by a single-mode Gaussian channel G. Then, we have the following inputoutput transformation for the CM
where U = √ τ 1 represents the attenuation/amplification operation and V = v1 the induced noise. Phaseinsensitive Gaussian channels are the following [7, [48] [49] [50] :
• Thermal-loss channel, L, with transmissivity 0 < τ < 1 and noise v = |1 − τ |(2n + 1), wheren indicates the mean number of photons of the environment. It is called pure-loss channel forn = 0.
• Amplifier channel, A, with gain τ > 1 and noise
. It is called pure amplifier or quantum-limited amplifier forn = 0.
• Additive-noise Gaussian channel, N , with τ = 1 and added-noise variance v > 0.
• Identity channel, I, with τ = 1 and v = 0, representing the ideal non-decohering channel.
Note that we do not consider the conjugate of the amplifier channel because it is entanglement-breaking and, therefore, has zero secret-key capacity.
C. Quantification of entanglement
The bona fide measure of entanglement for pure states is the entropy of entanglement [28] , defined as E(ρ) := S(tr Bρ ), where S(x) := −tr(x log 2 x) is the von Neumann entropy, and tr B denotes the partial trace over subsystem B [51] . For mixed states several measures have been defined in the literature with different operational meanings [52] [53] [54] [55] . In this work we use the REE [25, 26] defined by
whereρ sep is an arbitrary separable state and
is the relative entropy. The REE is a direct generalization of the von Neumann mutual information and has a geometrical interpretation, since it quantifies the distance between an entangled state and its closest separable state. In general the computation of REE is a challenging task, and thus we can calculate it only numerically. However, for Gaussian states an upper bound of it can be defined by fixing a candidate separable state [24] . Specifically, for a Gaussian stateρ with CM ρ of the form of Eq. (1), we pick a separable stateρ * sep that has CM ρ * sep , with the same diagonal blocks as ρ, but where the off-diagonal terms are replaced as follows
Using the separable stateρ * sep we can then write the upper bound
The distance S(ρ||ρ * sep ) can be calculated using the closed analytical formula derived in Ref. [24] and based on the Gibbs representation for Gaussian states [56] . More precisely, given two zero-mean Gaussian states with CMs ρ k and ρ , their relative entropy is
where we have defined
with G k = 2iΩ coth −1 (2iρ k Ω) [56] , and the matrix Ω = 2 i=1 ω is the symplectic form, with ω = 0 1 −1 0 .
III. FINITE-RESOURCE TELEPORTATION SIMULATION
As discussed in Ref. [24] , an arbitrary channel C is called LOCC-simulable orρ-stretchable if it can be simulated by a trace-preserving LOCC, Λ, and a suitable resource stateρ, i.e.
An important class is that of the Choi-stretchable channels, which can be simulated via the Choi-state, defined asρ Choi := I ⊗ C(φ), withφ being the maximally entangled state. This is always possible if C is teleportationcovariant, i.e., it is covariant with respect to the random unitaries of teleportation [24] . In that case, the resource state is its Choi matrixρ
Choi and the LOCC Λ is teleportation.
As already mentioned before, bosonic Gaussian channels G are teleportation-covariant, but their Choi matrices are asymptotic states. One starts by considering a TMSV stateφ ω with variance ω = 2n + 1, withn being the mean number of photons in each local mode. This is then partly propagated through G so as to define its quasi-Choi matrixρ Choi ω := I ⊗ G(φ ω ). Taking the limit for large ω,φ ω becomes the ideal EPR state, andρ
Choi ω defines the Choi matrix of G. Correspondingly, one may write the following asymptotic simulation for a Gaussian channel
where Λ is the LOCC associated with CV teleportation [57] . Generalizing previous ideas [39] , Ref. [44] has recently shown that an arbitrary single-mode phase-insensitive Gaussian channel G = G τ,v , with parameters τ and v, can be simulated by CV teleportation Λ τ with gain √ τ over a suitable finite-energy resource stateρ τ,v . In other words, as also depicted in Fig. 1 , we may write
whereρ τ,v is a zero-mean Gaussian state with CM
where the elements of the CM are [44] 
and we have set [58] 
Note that for 0 < τ < 1, we get states with a ≥ b, while for τ > 1 we get a ≤ b. These elements are expressed in terms of the channel parameters, τ and v, and may vary over the symplectic spectrum with the constraints
wheren is the mean thermal number of the Gaussian channel (thermal-loss or amplifier) [59] . According to Eq. (17), for thermal-loss and amplifier channels, we have some freedom in choosing ν ± so that there is an entire class over which we may optimize our upper bounds. One possible approach is fixing the purity µ = (ν − ν + ) −1 of the resource state and optimizing over the remaining free parameter. Note that the asymptotic Choi matrix can be retrieved in the limit of µ → 0. This feature ensures that we can approximate the infinite-energy bounds as much as we want by using a small but yet non-zero value of the purity.
For the special case of τ = 1, we have an additive-noise Gaussian channel with added-noise variance v > 0. In this case, taking the limit τ → 1 for the class in Eqs. (13)- (15) we get the following parametrization
IV. SECRET-KEY CAPACITY
The most general protocol (graphically depicted in Fig. 2 ) for key generation is based on adaptive LOCCs. Each transmission through the quantum channel C is interleaved between two of such LOCCs. The general formalism can be found in Ref. [24] and goes as follows. Assume that two remote users, Alice and Bob, have two local registers of quantum systems (modes), a and b, which are in some fundamental stateρ a ⊗ρ b . The two parties apply an adaptive LOCC Λ 0 before the first transmission.
In the first use of the channel, Alice picks a mode a 1 from her register a and sends it through the channel E. Bob gets the output mode b 1 which is included in his local register b. The parties apply another adaptive LOCC Λ 1 .
FIG. 2. Schematic description of an adaptive QKD protocol.
In the first step, Alice and Bob prepare the initial separable stateρ ab of their local registers a and b by applying an adaptive LOCC Λ0. After the preparation of these registers, there is the first transmission through the quantum channel C. Alice picks a quantum system from her local register a1 ∈ a, which is therefore depleted as a → aa1; then, system a1 is sent through the channel C, with Bob getting the output b1. After transmission, Bob includes the output system b1 in his local register, which is augmented as b1b → b. This is followed by Alice and Bob applying another adaptive LOCC Λ1 to their registers a and b. In the second transmission, Alice picks and sends another system a2 ∈ a through the quantum channel C with output b2 received by Bob. The remote parties apply another adaptive LOCC Λ2 to their registers and so on. This procedure is repeated n times, with the output stateρ n ab being finally generated for Alice's and Bob's local registers.
Then, there is the second transmission and so on. After n uses, we have a sequence of LOCCs {Λ 0 , Λ 1 , . . . , Λ n } characterizing the protocol P and an output stateρ n ab which is -close to a target private state [60] with nR n bits. Taking the limit of large n and optimizing over the protocols, we define the secret-key capacity of the channel C as
Given a phase-insensitive Gaussian channel G = G τ,v we may write its teleportation simulation by using our resource stateρ =ρ τ,v of Eqs. (13)- (15) . Then, we may replace each transmission through the channel by its simulation and stretch the adaptive protocol into a block form [24, 42] , so that we may writeρ n ab = ∆(ρ ⊗n ) for a trace-preserving LOCC ∆. Finally, we may upper bound the secret-key capacity by computing the REE over the output stateρ n ab . Since the REE is monotonic under ∆ (data processing) and sub-additive over tensor-products, we may write [24, 42] 
where E * R is defined according to Eq. (6). In particular, we may fix the purity and compute the upper bound. In other words, let us call R(µ) the resource statesρ expressed by Eqs. (13)- (15) such that their FIG. 3 . Upper bounds to the secret-key rate capacity of lossy and amplifier channels (secret bits per channel use versus transmissivity 0 < τ < 1 or gain τ > 1). In panels (i) and (iii) we show the results for pure loss and pure amplifier channels, while panels (ii) and (iv) show the corresponding results for thermal loss and thermal amplifier channels withn = 1. In the panels the lower blue line indicates the infinite-energy bound B0 of Ref. [24] while the green dashed line is the approximate finite-energy boundB of Ref. [42] , which is computed over the class of states of Ref. [39] . Then, we show our improved finiteenergy bound Bµ which is plotted for purity µ = 1 (black dashed line) and µ = 0.01 (red dashed line). Note that for pure loss channels the previous bound given in [42] coincides with our finite-bound Bµ=1. As we see for decreasing values of purity we can approximate B0 as closely as we want, while keeping the energy of the resource state finite (although large).
purity is equal to µ. Then, for any µ, we may consider
Because for µ → 0 we have thatρ tends to the asymptotic Choi matrix of the channel, we see that
is equivalent to the infinite energy-bound of Ref. [24] .
A. Thermal-loss channels
A thermal-loss channel L can be modeled as a beamsplitter operation, exp[θ(â †b −âb † )], with transmissivity τ = cos 2 θ, which mixes the input state together with an environmental thermal state with variance 2n + 1. It is a pure-loss channel L p forn = 0. As shown in Ref. [24] , the secret-key capacity of the thermal-loss channel L is upper bounded by
where we set h(x) := (x + 1) log 2 (x + 1) − x log 2 x. For the pure-loss channel L p we have the exact formula [24] 
Let us now compute the finite-energy bound B µ for FIG. 4 . Upper bounds to the secret-key capacity of the additive-noise Gaussian channel (secret bits per channel use versus added noise v). The lower blue line indicates the infinite-energy bound B0 of Ref. [24] . Then, we show our improved finite-energy bound Bµ which is plotted for purity µ = 1 (black dashed line) and µ = 0.01 (red dashed line). Note that the previous bound given in [42] coincides with our finite-bound Bµ=1. As we see for decreasing values of purity we can approximate B0 as closely as we want, while keeping the energy of the resource state finite (despite being large).
the thermal-loss channel, by fixing the purity µ of our resource states and optimizing over the remaining free parameter as in Eq. (23) . In this case, we may then write the upper bound
As shown in Fig. 3 , the finite energy bound B µ rapidly approaches B 0 (L) for decreasing purity µ. This finite-energy approximation can be made as close as needed because of Eq. (24). In Fig. 3 , we also show the performance of the finite-energy bound for the pure-loss channel, in which case the purity µ is the only degree of freedom. In Appendix A, we provide a non-asymptotic study of our finite-energy bound.
B. Quantum amplifiers
A quantum amplifier channel A can be modeled by a two-mode squeezing operation exp[r(âb −â †b † )/2] with gain τ = cosh 2r, where r is the squeezing parameter [61] , which is applied to the input state together with an environmental thermal state withn mean photons. In general, for a thermal amplifier A, we may write the following infinite-energy bound [24] 
Forn = 0, we have a pure amplifier A p and its secretkey capacity is exactly known [24] 
By repeating the previous calculations, we may optimize over the class of Eqs. (13)- (15) at fixed purity µ. In Fig. 3 we see that for decreasing µ, we can approximate B 0 (A) and B 0 (A p ) as much as we want.
C. Additive-noise Gaussian channel
An additive-noise Gaussian channel N is an asymptotic case of either loss or thermal channels where τ ≈ 1 and a highly thermal state, i.e., classical, at the environmental input. It is known that its secret-key capacity is upper-bounded as follows [24] K() ≤ B 0 (L)
= v−2 2 ln 2 − log 2 (v/2) for v < 2, 0 otherwise.
Here we assume the class specified by Eqs. (18)- (20) for decreasing values of purity. The corresponding finite-energy bound B µ (N ) well-approximates the infinite-energy bound B 0 (N ), as shown in Fig. 4 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have improved the finite-energy upper bounds to the secret-key capacities of one-mode phaseinsensitive Gaussian channels. In particular, we have shown that our finite-energy bounds can be made as close as wanted to the infinite-energy bounds of Ref. [24] . This is possible because we are employing the general class of resource states recently derived in Ref. [44] . This class perfectly simulates Gaussian channels while it simultaneously allows us to approach the asymptotic Choi matrix by decreasing purity. For this reason, we can always consider a perfect simulation with a finite-energy resource state which can be made sufficiently close to the optimal one (i.e., the asymptotic Choi matrix).
Such an approach removes the need for using an asymptotic simulation at the level of the resource state, even though the infinite energy limit still remains at the level of Alice's quantum measurement which is ideally a CV Bell detection (i.e., a projection onto displaced EPR states). Note that our study regards point-to-point communication, but it can be immediately extended to repeater chains and quantum networks [62, 63] . It would also be interesting to study the performance of the new class of resource states in the setting of adaptive quantum metrology and quantum channel discrimination [64, 65] .
